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“Some 40,000 years ago, Cro-Magnons -- the first people who had
a skeleton that looked anatomically modern -- entered Europe,
coming from Africa.” [1].
“Neanderthals are our closest extinct human relative”
Smithsonian national museum of natural history [2].
Since positing a couple of years ago that if Adam and Eve existed,
they had to have been platinum blonde Caucasians I have come
under fire from one or two individuals [3]. What these critics don’t
realize is that according to many evolutionists the first modern
human beings were light skinned too! According to Cambridge
University Press’ Biological Sciences it is said that all human
ethnicities arose from Cro Magnon man [4]. But reconstructions
of the Neanderthal man and Cro Magnon man show them to
be light/white skinned. This is so at The Neanderthal museums
in Croatia and Germany, The British Museum and The Hall of
Human origins at The Smithsonian. So the bottom line is that
whether we arrived here by creation or evolution our ancestors
were presumably pale skinned. Whether “out of Eden” or “out of
Africa” the first human beings were light skinned. Et tu, Darwin?
Et tu evolutionists? [5-12].
Senescence Evanescence
“Personally, I like to joke that the reason all shades and colours of
human hair turn grey as we age is to pay homage to our greatest
grandfather and ancestor-platinum blonde haired Adam” –Seun
Ayoade [3].
Excluding outbreeding, changes in melanin related characteristics
of Homo sapiens almost always occurs in the direction of
increasing melanin content and rarely in the opposite direction.
Hence we have children born light blondes becoming darker
blondes or brunettes in later life but hardly ever the reverse.
Also, eye colour can change from lighter to darker but rarely
in the opposite direction. This even applies to corpses. Blonde
skeletons/mummies have been exhumed and after years of
display have turned brunette, but brunette corpses have never
turned blonde over time. A blonde can jump in a swimming
pool and temporarily become brunette when the hair gets wet.
But if a brunette jumps in a pool the hair does not turn blonde.
The changes, short term or long term always go in the “light to
dark” direction but hardly ever in the “dark to light” direction.

As we age, however, due to loss of pigments all hair types and
colours go grey. This shows that the “default setting” of human
hair is grey/white- further proof that if Adam and Eve existed
they were platinum blonde Caucasians.
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